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1. As of September 9th, 2022, this man has around 163,000 monthly listeners on Spotify.
This man said “tired of using lame, sad metal? introducing bronze!”. This man claimed
that “no one conquers the Tamil kings”. When talking about the (*) French revolution, this
man said “you could make a religion out of this! No, don’t.”. This man claimed “the sun is a
deadly lazer” before the formation of the ozone layer. For 10 points, name this man who asked
“how did this happen?” at the beginning of the YouTube video “history of the entire world, i
guess”.

answer: Bill Wurtz

2. Robert Minoru used his WizGlasses to record this object before he was killed by Morgan
le Fay. Tina Minoru used that recording of this object to send Morgan le Fay back to the
Dark Dimension. Eli Morrow used this object to give him the power to create matter from
seemingly nothing, but it was revealed that he was simply stealing it from another
dimension. AIDA used this object to defeat Morrow and create herself a human body using
dark matter. This object originated on (*) Mount Wundagore. This object was brought to
Westview by Agatha Harkness to amplify her powers and was taken by Wanda Maximoff at the
end of WandaVision. For 10 points: name the mystical book that Wanda used to try to find her
children but instead ended up corrupting her mind.

answer: Darkhold

3. This sequence of numbers can be written alphanumerically with its last digit replaced by
69 to show the color in the top stripe of the bisexual pride flag. This is the zip code of

Springfield from the Simpsons. This number’s prime factorization is (*) .3 * 5 * 19 * 281
These five digits, whose last is 5, spell out a so-called “funny word” on a calculator. That word
corresponds to female body parts. For 10 points: how would a degenerate write the slang term for
breasts numerically?

answer: 80085

4. A team titled for this song were the runner ups in Tom Scott’s gameshow, Lateral. This
song’s title was inspired by a Frida Kahlo painting. The Kansas City Chiefs play this song
at the end of home games in Arrowhead Stadium. A parody of this song has a chorus that
states that ‘I gaze off into the boundless skyline / Noteblock choirs playing in the sunshine’.
That Minecraft parody of this song is called ‘(*) Fallen Kingdom’. This song contains



numerous historical and Christian references such as the lines ‘Roman Cavalry choirs are
singing’ and ‘I know Saint Peter won't call my name’. For 10 points: name this 2008 Coldplay
hit whose title can be rendered into English as ‘long live life’.

answer: Viva La Vida

5. This person refers to himself as ‘number one crewmate’ due to his tendency to complete
all of the tasks in his Among Us games, often being the only one in his lobby to do so. This
person’s clothing brand is called ‘Quality Content’ and launched in 2020. In the Super
Smash Bros. Ultimate Rap Cypher, this person said (*) ‘Flint and steel, I'm on fire! Get back!’
while voicing Minecraft Steve. This person has a wide range of discography including ‘Minecraft
Style’ and ‘Creeper, Aw Man’. In 2013, this Minecraft YouTuber was the fifth solo YouTube
gaming channel to reach one billion video views. For 10 points, what Minecraft YouTuber,
whose real name is Jordan Maron, is referred to as Sparkly in many instances?

answer: CaptainSparklez (accept Jordan Maron until said)

6. This philosopher said that “principles aren't principles when you pick and choose when
you're gonna follow them!”. This philosopher was born in Nigeria, raised in Senegal, and
moved to Sydney to become a Professor of Ethics and Moral Philosophy at St. John’s
University. This philosopher missed his mother's back surgery because he promised his
landlord's nephew that he would help him program his phone on the day of her surgery.
This philosopher died when he was (*) crushed by a falling air conditioner while struggling to
decide what bar to go to. This philosopher was forcibly thrust into a simulation of the trolley
problem by Michael. For 10 points, name the philosopher from The Good Place who taught
ethics to both Eleanor and Michael.

answer: Chidi Anagonye

7. This city was the setting of the National Threat Assessment Command, in charge of
dealing with the return of 4400 individuals who returned after being abducted by a green
light from 1946 and after. Phineas and Ferb head to this city with Meap to locate cutonium.
Meap ends up falling on top of this city’s iconic landmark. A TV show follows a
psychiatrist moving (*) back to this city, his home, and reconnecting with his father Martin, and
brother Niles. That show was Frasier. A Nickelodeon TV show about Carly Shay’s web show is
set in this city. For 10 points: what city is home to the Space Needle?

answer: Seattle



8. The two Pokemon with the ability Water Compaction have this material in their names.
Toph was unable to stop Appa from being taken due to her inability to bend this material
well. Toph eventually masters bending this material, (*) building a replica of Ba Sing Se from
it. This material is coarse and rough and irritating and gets everywhere according to Anakin
Skywalker. Tatooine covered in for 10 points–what grainy substance which can be turned into
glass and is found ubiquitously in desert biomes?

answer: sand

9. Charlie Cox reportedly failed an audition for this character because he was used to
acting blind for Daredevil. An actor for this character wanted this character to die in his
third movie appearance, stating that ‘that would have given the whole film a bottom’.
Drawd Munbrin gave a surname to this character before sending him to a military
academy on Carida. This character was born on (*) Corellia and where he met Qi’ra, with
whom he would start a romantic relationship. This character shot Greedo before rushing onto his
ship to transport Obi-Wan Kenobi and Luke Skywalker. For 10 points: name the Star Wars
character who married Leia Organa and piloted the Millennium Falcon.

answer: Han Solo

10. Zari Tomaz experiences this phenomenon, although it’s simply programmed in her
mind by the Waverider AI Gideon. The Agents of Shield team experience this phenomenon
in Season 7, but Daisy Johnson and Phil Coulson are the only ones aware of this
phenomenon’s existence. In Steins;Gate, Okabe Rintarou fails to (*) save Mayuri from dying
while experiencing this phenomenon. Stephen Strange creates this phenomenon at the end of
Doctor Strange to bargain with Dormammu. For 10 points: what phenomenon is the main plot
point of Groundhog Day and forces characters to relive a period of time repeatedly?

answer: time loop

11. A person with this condition drugged Luke Cage with incense. While possessed by
Smith, Bane afflicts this condition on Neo in The Matrix Revolutions. On Malachor, Darth
Maul afflicted this condition on Kanan Jarrus before dueling Ahsoka. A person with this
condition died on Scarif whose catchphrase was (*) “I’m one with the force and the force is
with me”. Matthew Murdock was inflicted with this condition as a child. Toph Beifong was born
with this condition and uses her feet to feel vibrations. For 10 points: what is the condition of
being unable to see?



answer: blindness

12. When talking about casting this actor, an executive producer wrote “for me, finding the
right actors has never been about hair color”. A character played by this actor is visited by
his future self, originally intended to be played by Tom Cruise. That character played by
this actor was named Adam Reed and features Mark Ruffalo as his father and (*) Ryan
Reynolds as his future self. This actor is set to star alongside Aryan Simhadri and Leah Jeffries in
a 2024 Disney+ TV show. For 10 points, name the actor who is set to portray Percy Jackson in
the new live-action adaptation.

answer: Walker Scobell

13, One of these scenarios occurs with Rick Astley and the Pixar movie Up. YouTuber jan
Misali categorized these scenarios into five different categories which include math pranks
and counterintuitive facts. Some idiots on the internet believe the statement ‘any errors in
this book are my own’ in the preface of a book results in (*) this scenario, when in reality it
doesn’t. In Brooklyn Nine-Nine, one of these scenarios causes a rift between Raymond Holt and
Kevin Cozner, which results in Holt yelling ‘bone’. One of these scenarios is brought up in
WandaVision between the two different Visions discussing which one of them is the real Vision.
For 10 points, the statement ‘this statement is false’ is an example of what type of scenario?

answer: paradox

14. This character was first created in a 2013 Tumblr post which misspelled the word ‘and’
as ‘adn’ and has inspired many spinoffs keeping that typo and this character’s last name. A
couple months after the original post, Nicolas Cage appears in a photoshopped poster as
this character, facing off against the animal he’s named for. A reblog to this original post
claimed that this character would have to (*) consume over fifty-seven million of the animals
he’s named for rather than the originally stated ten-thousand. In the original post, this character
was claimed to be the cause of a statistical anomaly because he was an outlier. For 10 points:
name this person who eats so many spiders that he caused the misleading factoid ‘the average
person eats 3 spiders a year’.

answer: Spiders Georg

15. Two characters in this movie debate the expressions ‘land this bird’ and ‘land this fish’.
A character in this movie calls another ‘a human jukebox’. The main character in this
movie didn’t know what a wardrobe was, calling it a ‘tall dresser’. A character in this
movie compares an antagonist to the witch Baba Yaga due to her (*) phasing ability. The



main character in this movie is under house arrest which puts him in conflict with FBI Agent
Jimmy Woo. This 2018 film includes the main character flexing that he grew to 65 feet compared
to Dr. Bill Foster’s 21 feet. For 10 points: what MCU sequel movie features the characters Hank
Pym, Hope van Dyne, and Scott Lang?

answer: Ant-Man and the Wasp

16. In the 2004 cartoon The Batman, this actress voiced Detective Ellen Yin. This actress
voiced Chun-Li in the videogame Street Fighter: The Movie. This actress voiced the secret
agent Savannah in the television show Milo Murphy’s Law which was inspired by this
actress’ similar role on (*) Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. This actress played a character
called ‘the Cavalry’ by others because of her heroics in Bahrain. That character played by this
actress was Melinda May. This actress voiced Bounty Hunter Fennec Shand in The Bad Batch,
later reprising her role in live-action in The Mandalorian and The Book of Boba Fett. For 10
points: what actress had a cameo in the atrocious live-action Mulan remake because she was the
voice of Mulan in the original Mulan?

answer: Ming-Na Wen

17. YouTuber Kenyan Carlile released a three hour and sixteen minute video essay about
this television show, which I somehow watched in one sitting. This show had a crossover
with another show which ended with a final battle against the Incapacitator on the Eiffel
Tower in Las Vegas. A character in this show gains superpowers in two instances after
technology is used to repair a broken arm and a broken leg. That character from this show
is (*) Leo Dooley, who moves into the house of his step-father, Donald Davenport in the pilot
episode. The three main characters of this show have super strength, super speed, and super
intelligence, who are named Adam, Bree, and Chase, respectively. For 10 points: what Disney
sitcom featured bionic superpowers, whose name refers to a person or thing being used for
scientific experimentation?

answer: Lab Rats

18. The main character in this video game works as a salesman for a gramophone making
company which is about to go bankrupt due to low sales. A sequel for this video game was
released on August 19th 2022 for Apple Arcade. Playing as the main character of this video
game, Barry Steakfries, players are able to use vehicles such as the DeLorean Time
Machine and the Hoverboard, which were only available in a special event. The (*) Strong
Arm Machine is a special type of machine which was introduced in a later update. More common



vehicles in this game include the Profit Bird, Mr. Cuddles, and the Crazy Freaking Teleporter.
Runs in this side-scrolling endless runner mobile video game end with the spin tokens collected
in the run being placed in a slot machine. For 10 points: what video game, in which the player
has to dodge zappers and missiles, involves tapping and holding the screen to go higher on a
jetpack?

answer: Jetpack Joyride

19. In this movie, undercover agents from the Guardian Units of Nations capture the main
character at a wedding. The bride of that wedding in this movie rescues the main character
in an act of revenge against the groom, one of those undercover agents. The main character
in this movie blames himself for the injuries of (*) Miles Prower and subsequently goes to a
temple to face off against the two antagonists of the movie. In this movie, one antagonist betrays
the other for an emerald and uses its powers to create a giant robot in his image. The main
character in this movie and Miles Prower team up with the betrayed antagonist, voiced by Idris
Elba. That antagonist in this movie is Knuckles. For 10 points: what movie, based on a video
game by Sega, features a speedy blue hedgehog named Sonic?

answer: Sonic 2 (do not accept or prompt on ‘Sonic’)

20. This character helps an army of his people set an ambush for General Grievous,
somehow capturing him. On Florrum, this character somehow single-handedly breached
the power couplets of Hondo’s hideout to save the captured Anakin Skywalker and
Obi-Wan Kenobi.  Disappearances on Bardotta by the Frangawl Cult were stopped by this
character and (*) Mace Windu. This character suspiciously seems to get out of any scenario
unscathed, leading fans to speculate whether this character secretly is using the force as a Sith
lord. This character gives a speech to convince the senate to give Palpatine emergency powers.
For 10 points: can yous tell mesa the bombad Gungan general dat was palos with Qui-Gon Jinn
and Obi-Wan Kenobi in The Phantom Menace?

answer: Jar Jar Binks

21. This character admits to pooping her pants during her AP Calculus exam. This
character is shown putting hot sauce on her food in the pilot episode and when warned how
spicy it is, dumps more sauce on it. This character’s personality changes based on the
number of (*) alcoholic drinks she has. This character turns very confident on her fifth drink and
speaks French on her ninth drink. This character gave her husband a FitBit with a taser so that



she could slow him down during a Halloween Heist. This character won the third Halloween
Heist. For 10 points: name this former detective and sergeant from Brooklyn Nine-Nine who
married Jake Peralta.

answer: Amy Santiago


